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1981 Chevrolet Camaro Z28
View this car on our website at i95muscle.com/6801969/ebrochure

 

Our Price $20,995
Retail Value $25,000

Specifications:

Year:  1981  

VIN:  1G1AP87L1BN115770  

Make:  Chevrolet  

Stock:  P0308  

Model/Trim:  Camaro Z28  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Coupe  

Exterior:  BLUE  

Engine:  383 CID Stroker V8  

Interior:  BLACK Leather  

Transmission:  TH350 3 Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  20,059  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

This beauty of an 81 Camaro is getting a brand new 383 Stroker
installed that will come with a warranty and should be ready in October
2020.  This one will be worth the wait!

8/21 update: The engine is in, and it's a monster!  We are adding in new
front brakes (including lines and calipers), coil springs, and shocks to
give it the ride and stance it deserves.  You'll be able to compete in
Autocross with this thing.

10/7 update:  We found a power steering leak and a few other odds and
ends we are tightening up.  Expect pictures soon!

10/13 update: Just going to get the alignment done and the Stall
converter installed in the next few days. 

10/17 update:  Pics are up!

Okay folks, enough updates. Here's the rundown. This beautiful 81
Camaro came to us with a slight problem. Well let's just say that
snowballed a little into what would become one of the healthiest 383
cubic inch 2nd generation Camaros we've had. This thing, now sporting
a fresh 383 stroker, putting down close to 450hp will come with a 7-year
100K mile warranty straight through the engine manufacturer S&J
engines. While having the motor installed and working out all of the
kinks, we found it necessary to throw ALL new brakes on the thing and
get it aligned. Also while doing that we went ahead and threw some
lowering springs on the front and that definitely helped the stance a lot!
The paint looks great as a light blue metallic and the blue hounds-tooth
interior matches quite well. The smoked taillight lenses are also a nice
touch. Some true muscle car inspired smooth aluminum wheels match
the look this car is going for. With very little to complain about this thing
will easily put a smile on your face. Financing is easy and trade ins are
welcome. Come see it today!
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Our Location :
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Installed Options

Displayed pricing excludes I-95 Muscle's $499 Dealer fee as well as any DMV, tax, and licence plate fees associated with registering the vehicle in the purchaser's state.
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